Violence Bad Or Good.

Is violence a good or bad? Violence in my opinion is bad because violence is what corrupted this world. Violence is the act of bad behavior in the world. For example shooting another human with a gun is an act of violence. Well anything that involves attacking/ daggering another human is the act of violence. These are example how the world has corrupted during these past decades.

The causes of youth violence are the ignorance in the United States. The lack of knowledge in your teenage years. I believe that as we begin to grow throughout our teenage years we start to slack on our school work and begin to misbehave as we see our fellow teens doing the same. Youth violence is increasing daily I believe that the more problems we have with each other the greater the violence. I believe that if we have a problem with someone we should try to solve it in a safe respectful way.

As we grow day by day we see our own race killing each other. Families killing each other. family members sending another family member to the hospital. we see our self in between the drama if both your friends our fighting. I believe that we can do things to prevent youth violence. we can do things to prevent all the violence in the world. we can make a difference in the world so when our kids become teenagers in the future they will have a safer generation then how our generation already is. This is how I believe our generation can create a difference. We should try to get our friends to play more sports that keep them distracted from the streets. We should have more people trying to change the world and not make it worst then it already is. We can start more community activities. The more we get our youth playing more sports helping their siblings and keeping them out
of the streets. Away from the drugs, away from the liquor because I believe that's what started the violence in the first place drugs and liquor. What we see in the youth more then what we see in adults is the challenge of youth not being able to learn correctly because they always smoking and drinking not learning. That's what I believe that's creating a dangerous world. Do the right thing and I guaranteed your future will be more exciting I predict you would be alive to see your kids. I predict that in the future you would have a good job. I predict that you will graduate out of college and achieve your goals. Message to all youth in this world please, please let's try to avoid and stop youth violence. Youth don't really need guns and knives to walk around with. We leave that to the professionals we don't hand those guns to kids below the age of 21. That likes giving every kid the chance to kill. So youth please just do the right thing.